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The Apocalypse of Elena Mendoza by Shaun David Hutchinson
Elena, the first scientifically confirmed virgin birth, acquires the
ability to heal by touch at age sixteen, the same year that people
start disappearing in beams of light, causing her to wonder if she is
bringing about the Apocalypse.
Girl Made of Stars by Ashley Herring Blake When Mara's twin
brother Owen is accused of rape by her friend Hannah, Mara is
forced to confront her feelings about her family, her sense of right
and wrong, a trauma from her past, and the future with her
girlfriend, Charlie.
This Is Kind of An Epic Love Story by Kheryn Callender
Budding screenwriter Nate, sixteen, finds his conviction that happy
endings do not happen in real life sorely tested when his childhood
best friend and crush, Oliver James Hernandez, moves back to
town.
The Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue by Mackenzi Lee
Two friends on a Grand Tour of 18th-century Europe stumble
across a magical artifact that leads them from Paris to Venice in a
dangerous manhunt shaped by pirates, highwaymen and their
growing attraction to one another.
Little & Lion by Brandy Colbert Returning home to Los Angeles
from her New England boarding school, Suzette considers staying
home for good so that she can be near her friends, her crush, and
her recently diagnosed bipolar brother, a situation that is
complicated by her growing feelings for the girl her brother loves.
Wild Beauty by Anna-Marie McLemore For nearly a century, the
Nomeolvides women have tended the grounds of La Pradera, hiding
a terrible legacy, until mysterious Fel arrives and Estrella helps him
explore his dangerous past.
Ramona Blue by Julie Murphy Struggling with the loss of her
home and her dysfunctional family after Hurricane Katrina, gay teen
Ramona finds solace in a new swimming hobby while developing
confusing feelings for a boy who challenges her perceptions.
In Other Lands by Sarah Rees Brennan Despite his aversion to
war, work, and most people (human or otherwise), teenaged Elliott,
a human transported to a fantasy world where he attends a school
for warriors and diplomatic advisers, finds that two unlikely ideas,
friendship and world peace, may actually be possible.
Not your Sidekick by C. B. Lee The non-superpowered teenage
daughter of two minor league superheroes ends up secretly working
for their worst enemy—as an intern.
Run by Kody Keplinger Bo Dickinson is a seventeen-year-old
girl from a bad family, but she is also over-protected, legally blind,
Agnes Atwood's best friend--so when Bo calls in the middle of the
night, desperate to get out of town, Agnes helps her to steal the
Atwoods' car and the two girls go on the run, even though Agnes is
not sure exactly what they are running from.
Not Otherwise Specified by Hannah Moskowitz Auditioning for
a New York City performing arts high school could help Etta escape
from her Nebraska all-girl school, where she is not gay enough for
her former friends, not sick enough for her eating disorders group,
and not thin enough for ballet, but it may also mean real friendships.
Far From You by Tess Sharpe After Sophie Winters survives a
brutal attack in which her best friend, Mina, is murdered, she sets
out to find the killer. At the same time she must prove she is free of
her past Oxy addiction and in no way to blame for Mina's death.
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